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Pic1: Restoration of Hefdahtan temple  in 

Golpayegan by “conservation” method, 

Iran. Source: Author,2013.
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Reconstruction
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Renewal

Renovation

Restoration
  

Revitalization

 Table1 

Table1. Some Terms and expressions related to renovation 

which have been translated and used differently by various 

professionals, Source: Author
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Pic2: Restoration of Googad castle in 

Golpayegan by “revitalization” method, Iran. 

Source: Author, 2013.

Abstract |  e expression of deteriorated urban fabric is a 

primitive interpretation of bad conditions of city and the status 

of urbanization. Distressedness in the city has di8erent concepts 

encompassing physical distressedness, social distressedness, <nancial 

and economical function of city, etc. All these kinds of distressedness 

require di8erent treatments improbable to lead to physical 

intervention. Yet, this expression was used in a speci<c period of 

urban development referring to the districts whose buildings were 

in need of retro<tting. Although the subject of urban  deteriorated 

fabrics was proposed in 1968, the comprehensive measure were 

taken in 2001 with the rati<cation of the Act of Iran High Council on 

Urbanization and Architecture and was proposed as a program on a 

national scale, attracting budgets and civil plans towards itself.

 e history of similar measures in industrial countries and 

Europe dates back to modern urbanization and architecture era 

and reconstruction of urban neighborhoods aNer the World 

Wars whose outcomes are not assessed positive today. Currently 

renovating urban fabrics is being raised in a few countries from a 

viewpoint of mere development on a scale of great zones. Urban 

renaissance and regeneration plans which are in progress in those 

countries are considered in line with urban renovation but with a 

di8erent approach. In these plans, intervention in urban structures 

is performed by balancing the two aspects of “conservation and 

Development”.

Reaching the strategies of sustainable urban development and 

coordinated and integrated conservation, experiences of intervention 

in urban contents are ful<lled in accordance with the global 

de<nitions via the method of combination of development and 

conservation (Urban Integrated  conservation and Renovation) and 

for the purpose of urban renaissance and regeneration by observing 

the criteria of  sustainable development and  participatory planning 

collaboration (of people in  pro:ts and  decisions).

On the other hand the technical expressions and specialized terms 

of intervention in urban fabrics are among signi:cant concepts 

in urbanization. To properly understand their proceedings and 

procedure, these terms must be used in a way to prevent more 

problems in applying and translating texts and documents. Analysis 

and comparison of various equivalents indicates that reaching a 

common language in translation of texts related to intervention 

in urban fabrics is worthy of consideration. Various experts use 

diEerent interpretations from these terms in editing and writing 

their books, essays and academic instructions. Gese inconsistencies 

have hindered the possibility of conveyance of experiences with a 

uni:ed perception and interpretation. Examining various expressions 

and approaches mentioned in categorizing the methods of urban 

repairs denotes that urbanization and especially urban repairs in 

Iran are taking steps forward. But the taken measures so far are not 

suJcient for the great task at hand. Lack of common language and 

understanding between the experts in regard to the terms related to 

intervention in urban fabrics have led to executive actions halt at a 

level of eJciency and failure of a proper summary of the carried out 

executive experiences. Attempting to eliminate these inconsistencies 

is one of the most necessary actions at the present time.

Keywords | Philology, Methods, Renovation and Rehabilitation, 

Urban Fabrics.
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